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Introduction 

As we see it, Greece and therefore the European Union (EU) face several challenges. Due to the 

Member States’ financial situation, we cannot count on Greece being as productive and 

contributively as other Member States. In order to support the Greek economy as well as to create 

a more sustainable future for the European Monetary Union (EMU) several steps needs to be 

taken, both within Greece and in the rest of the EU Member States. How can the EU boost the 

Greek economy and prevent future crisis?  

 

EU-level proposals 

1.1. Debt restructuring 

We believe that it would be crucial to have some kind of debt restructuring for Greece. We 

suggest a progressive, partial, cancellation of the debt. The amount of which is to be determined 

upon by an expert Committee acting in conjunction with the Parliament/Commission. The rest of 

the debt would be subject to increased time for repayment and to a reduction of the interest rate 

for a certain period of time. Even though the country has been granted extended periods for 

repayment, especially from the ECB, we believe this needs to be further developed. There is also 

a need for the interest rate to be more easily adjusted according to fluctuations in the economy. 

 

1.2. Financial Policy & Tax Evasion 

The size of the EU budget should reflect the aim at fostering growth in the Union and allow a 

transfer Union to deal with asymmetric shocks. Moreover, Eurobonds should be created and 

cover up to 60 percent of the national sovereign debts. These Eurobonds should depend on the 

GDP so that the governments have an incentive to reduce their debt to GDP ratio in order to have 

access to cheaper credit.  

Additionally, a new instrument within the European Commission will be created. It will be 

responsible for the promotion of best practices with regards to taxation. Furthermore, it will work 

as a coordinator during the debt crisis of the Member States.  
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The European Tax Instrument (ETI): this new instrument is going to take on tasks such as 

supervising, reallocating, and promoting best practices for taxes. The instrument is going to work 

in collaboration with the Member States and not be directed towards individual citizens. In the 

ETI a separate division for supervision is going to be established that is chaired by a Commission 

official. ETI is a neutral instrument within the European Commission. 

ETI drafts an annual report once a year. In this report a general analysis of the EU overall and an 

individual report on each Member State should be included. Moreover, the Member States report 

back to the ETI every three months by means of a specified report. These reports should be based 

on the same statistical standards in order to reduce the possibility for manipulation. 

The contribution of each Member State to the money managed by the ETI depends on the 

economic performance of each Member State. In practice, this could be a percentage rate of GDP 

that is the same for each Member State and takes into account other relevant economic factors. 

How the collection of taxes is conducted on the domestic level should be decided by the Member 

States themselves, but they should be supported by the best practices function of the ETI. 

ETI is in charge of implementing regulations in the field of tax evasion, such as the automatic 

publication of EU banks’ information regarding their customers, the establishment of fines for 

individuals and companies not respecting the new anti-tax evasion rule, and the collection of this 

sum of money, the protection of whistleblowers, etc. 

 

1.3. Legitimacy 

To enhance the legitimacy of the decision-making on Euro matters, we propose the 

institutionalisation of the Eurogroup which would include: 

 A clause replacing the consensual informal ruling of this body by a majoritarian formal 

ruling 

 A clause on transparency, obliging every meeting to be followed by a public report 
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A European Finance Representative should be appointed. This representative will be in charge of 

the new DG Euro in the Commission and chairing the Eurogroup, on the model of the High 

Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy. The system will be 

constructed as follows: 

 The DG Euro will deal with all the Euro matters (Eurobonds, fiscal transfers, 

macroeconomics, etc.) 

 The Eurozone Committee will be created within the European Parliament (EP), 

concerning the Eurozone MEPs 

 The decision-making procedure regarding all Euro matters will follow the ordinary 

legislative procedure with some specificities concerning the voting procedure in the 

institutions. This means that only representatives coming from Euro-zone Member States 

will have decision-making powers. However, the non-Eurozone Member States will have 

a mandatory consultative power but the final voting rights should be reserved to Eurozone 

MEPs 

 All the treaties related to the Euro (such as the European Stability Mechanism) shall be 

integrated in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and the Treaty 

on European Union (TEU) 

 

1.4. European financial stability 

We propose that the reconstruction of the current European Banking Union should ensure 

confidence among financial markets through: 

 A common guarantee scheme protecting small depositors in case of bank failure, as a 

lender of last resort 

 An extension of the mandate of the European Banking Authority (EBA), allowing it to 

supervise all European banks regardless of their size and sanctioning banks in case of 

banking regulation infringement 

 A resolution fund financed by bank levies and extendible in case of crisis 

 A resolution mechanism governed by the Eurozone plenary session deciding on bank 

recapitalisation, mergers, or closure. The Eurozone Committee of the EP should be 

supported by an expert advisory board. 

 An improvement of the transparency of the process of national supervision, as well as the 

access to information on investment and budget 
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1.5. Youth unemployment 

Youth Unemployment is not a recent phenomenon on the European agenda. For several years the 

European Commission has actively fought youth unemployment within the Union. We feel the 

need for revision and we concentrate on two specific areas that require reform.  

 

1.5.1 Stimulation of economic activities 

By creating a European Future Fund (EU HERMES), which should be financed by the EU, the 

EU can address the problem of the so-called “skills-mismatch.” This is necessary to provide 

young people with more practical experience before they enter the labour market. 

The Union should concentrate more on improving cross-border labour mobility. To bridge the 

gap, the European Jobseeker Mobility Network (EURES) should make it easier for jobseekers to 

contact employers in search for particular skills. This in order to focus on sectors and occupations 

with a demand for specific skills and to support targeted mobility schemes for young people.  

A third field of activity is the promotion of entrepreneurship and innovation. To lower the hazard 

of risk taking for youth entrepreneurs, the EU HERMES should provide basic business skills 

training and promote innovative ways of finding capital as well as create a favourable startup 

infrastructure. 

 

1.5.2 Educational systems 

Based on the Austrian and German example, we suggest implementing the “Dual educational 

system” which entails vocational training held in companies and organisations during secondary 

school and internships as part of University studies. 

If a young person fails to find a job, despite of the vocational training, there is a service of 

“apprenticeship guarantee“ which aims to find an apprenticeship to anyone between 18 and 25 

after the completion of secondary school. 

Each Member State should create stable networks for cooperation with academia, businesses and 

social partners, training researchers, and youth representatives to make the educational system 

more practically oriented. 
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2. Greek level recommendations 

The following recommendations aim at helping the Greek state implement beneficial structural 

changes. However, we would like to point out that these measures would be applicable to other 

EU Member States as well.   

 

2.1. Investment, Competition, and Diversification of industries 

We recommend the establishment of a Greek Relief Fund with the consent of and in cooperation 

with the Greek authorities. A national fund to boost new industries and innovation can tackle two 

key issues at the same time; youth unemployment, and the diversification of the Greek economy. 

A Greek entrepreneurship fund, that finances startup concepts by young, unemployed Greeks, 

should be set-up according to the following principles: 

 Provide seed-funding for entrepreneurial projects by young Greeks, not limited to specific 

sectors 

 Funding will be attached to specific skills in businesses and the subject of the project 

 The administrative responsibility for receiving funding should be as low as possible 

Greece currently imports 60 percent of its energy from neighbouring countries. Since the country 

has high potential we recommend taking the following steps to support domestic production: 

 Incentives for municipalities and communities to build solar panels shall be created. 

These should be given administrative support and financial assistance to cover their 

energy needs through solar panels. However, it should be municipalities who take the 

initiative so that it remains their project and fits the local needs 

 Incentives shall be given to investors in order to provide renewable energy for the 

industry as well. This could decrease the production costs in Greece and make it a more 

attractive place for industrial production. The energy is supposed to cover the domestic 

demands first before it is exported 

 Sharing of best practices shall be strengthened 

 Possibilities should be evaluated to make these projects compatible with the EFSI 
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2.2. Corruption and transparency 

Transparency has always proved to enhance the state apparatus and its legitimacy. If the 

procedures of public service are open to scrutiny, this should entail not only lower corruption but 

also a system of impartial democratic institutions. If this is properly introduced where procedures 

are perceived as fair by citizens, social capital will grow. In the long run, this should create a 

climate that is crucial for a prosperous society. 

Therefore, we recommend on the national level reforms that target two categories of corruption: 

1. Members of the Greek Parliament 

We recommend to 

 Create a Code of Conduct 

 Define under what circumstances gift, or benefits, and other advantages can be accepted 

 Supervise contacts with lobbyists 

 The immunity system should be improved 

2. Judges and prosecutors 

We recommend to 

 A change in their appointment to make it less dependent on the executive 

 To make the functioning of the judiciary more transparent, responsible, and assessable 

through a consolidate and periodic reporting 

 The implementation of a Code of Conduct should be taken into consideration 

 An independent anticorruption officer should be appointed in every public division, to 

whom cases of corruption can be reported 

3. Citizens level 

We recommend the creation of an independent body at the national Greek level to restore trust 

amongst citizens towards the state by means of increasing transparency and control. The 

institution shall be structured as follows 

 It should be set up on a regional basis 

 It should consist of a controlling and an enforcement department 

 The controlling department should monitor the compliance of the MPs and judges with 

the Codes of Conduct and should receive reports of incidents of corruption by the 

corruption officers 

 The enforcement department focuses on cases of corruption, issues legal consequences, 

where necessary, against private persons as well as against state departments 

 The institution shall be supported and guided by the European Anti-Fraud office (OLAF) 


